
rgw - Bug #11149

delete bucket does not remove .bucket.meta file

03/18/2015 03:36 PM - Orit Wasserman

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee: Orit Wasserman   

Category:    

Target version:    

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport: firefly, hammer Pull request ID:  

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

only remove the meta file in the case where we don't do

data sync within the same region.

Related issues:

Copied to rgw - Backport #11725: delete bucket does not remove .bucket.meta file Resolved 03/18/2015

Copied to rgw - Backport #11726: delete bucket does not remove .bucket.meta file Resolved 03/18/2015

Associated revisions

Revision dfdc7afb - 04/07/2015 08:35 AM - Orit Wasserman

rgw: remove meta file after deleting bucket

The meta file is deleted only if the bucket meta data is not synced

Signed-off-by: Orit Wasserman <owasserm@redhat.com>

Fixes: #11149

Backport: hammer, firefly

Revision 85a68f9a - 04/17/2015 02:44 PM - Orit Wasserman

rgw: remove meta file after deleting bucket

The meta file is deleted only if the bucket meta data is not synced

Signed-off-by: Orit Wasserman <owasserm@redhat.com>

Fixes: #11149

Backport: hammer, firefly

(cherry picked from commit dfdc7afb59cc8e32cf8bff55faa09076c853de06)

Revision 177ef55d - 05/10/2015 04:54 PM - Orit Wasserman

rgw: remove meta file after deleting bucket
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The meta file is deleted only if the bucket meta data is not synced

Signed-off-by: Orit Wasserman <owasserm@redhat.com>

Fixes: #11149

Backport: hammer, firefly

(cherry picked from commit dfdc7afb59cc8e32cf8bff55faa09076c853de06)

History

#1 - 03/18/2015 05:13 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

- Backport changed from firefly to firefly, hammer

#2 - 04/16/2015 03:02 PM - Ken Dreyer

Yehuda, Orit, is the patch at https://github.com/ceph/ceph/commit/dfdc7afb59cc8e32cf8bff55faa09076c853de06 the only one that's needed to fix this

issue?

Is it ok to move this ticket's Status from "New" to "Pending Backport" ?

#3 - 04/16/2015 04:58 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

- Status changed from New to Pending Backport

Yes, that's the only patch needed.

#4 - 05/06/2015 12:23 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Regression set to No

master https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4283

#5 - 05/06/2015 12:30 PM - Loïc Dachary

hammer commit:85a68f9a8237f7e74f44a1d1fbbd6cb4ac50f8e8

#6 - 05/10/2015 04:56 PM - Nathan Cutler

firefly backport https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4641

#7 - 07/25/2015 11:37 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
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